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Eyewitnesses give account of the 1988 Chilean election

By Maggie Mooney Correspondent

On Oct. 28, Dr. Paul Sigmund and Barbara Sigmund, eyewitnesses of the election in Chile, held a lecture regarding the mayor of the Borough of Princeton. His wife, Barbara, is track and field coach.

Barbara Sigmund set the political atmosphere for the Chile elections of 1988 by discussing the changes in the streets of Chile.

"In 1967, Chile was democratically and politically alive. The people of Chile played politics as a national sport. By 1973, the national sport was done in, with Colonel Pinochet coming to power. The dictatorship had set in, and the country was repressed," she said.

"In 1988, when Pinochet needed to be elected, there was a change in the streets; the streets were very clean, all signs of the dictatorship were gone. There was, however, a change in the people—all sense of liveliness had disappeared," she added.

Dr. Paul Sigmund explained the country's radical reformation. "Colonel Pinochet needed to be elected, therefore he cleaned the streets, lowered inflation, paved roads, and had houses built. Colonel Pinochet's strategy was to identify himself with Chile. He was able to do this by advertising that a vote for Pinochet was a vote for Chile."

A civic crusade was formed with funding from the National Foundation for Democracy, a U.S. organization, Barbara Sigmund said. The civic crusade strived to get the opposition to polling stations. Colonel Pinochet recognized this by advertising that a vote for Pinochet was a vote for democracy. The people of Chile played this by advertising that a vote for Pinochet was a vote for democracy.

Santorine, campus recreation specialist, commented on the field house and its purpose. The building is funded solely by the students at MSC, he said. An average of 126 students work in the field house. Most of them feel the office should not be occupied by a coach, the staff member said, because his actions are directed towards an athletic team rather than the student population as a whole.

The staff member said the office could be put to better use as a conference room for students.
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Director of Athletics, Greg Lockhart, spoke of the changes involving the field house. This facility is under the supervision of the Physical Education Department. "The third deal with aerobic capacity—whether the person is aerobically fit," he said. Participants in this test were required to ride specially-designed stationary bicycles, known as ergometers, for ten minutes.

"The test is designed so the workloads are increased until the heartbeat plateaus between 120 and 150 beats per minute. Then with a formula we can predict what their (the participants) aerobic capacity is.

"Afterwards we give them an exercise prescription to help them in areas they are poor in," Alejandro-De Leon said.

Reaction to the Health Fair was positive from both the professionals and the students, although some criticisms were offered as far as the amount of time and advertising.

"I thought it was very educational, especially our exhibit (which showed the amount of sugar in various foods)," said Cathy Moyse, a food and nutrition major who worked at the MSC home economics department exhibit.

"I think it's absolutely fantastic. Students, parents, and the community can come in and learn," Kathryn Krill, the sub-urban health educator for Planned Parenthood, added. "I cont. on p. 6

Health Fair draws a crowd at fourteenth annual event

By Valerie Kalfrin Staff Writer

On Nov. 2, in the MSC Student Center Ballrooms, students, faculty, and members of the community visited the fourteenth annual Health Fair. Representatives from nearly forty local and national organizations, including the Montclair Community Hospital, the Right to Life, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration participated in the fair, which ran from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

The fair had a successful turnout, demonstrated by the long lines outside the ballrooms during the fair and the number of people inside.

Sponsored by the Health Professions Association (under the supervision of the Department of Health Professions), the fair gave these various organizations the opportunity to answer questions and provide information on their services through pamphlets, videotapes, and small exhibits.

Specialists were also on hand to give students free screenings in various aspects of health. These included blood pressure, blood work (S.M.A.C. or Simultaneous Multi Analyzer Channel), a blood test which provides a complete blood chemistry screening, a sickle cell screening, oral cancer, skin cancer, cholesterol, podiatry, dentistry, a chiropractic screening, vision tests, hearing tests, and cardiovascular activity.

Present at the Health Fair was the Spiedel Human Performance Laboratory, part of the physical education department, recreation and leisure studies.

Located in the basement of Panzer Gym, the lab set up three fitness evaluations, which were monitored by students in the teacher education and adult fitness programs.

Professor Daniel Alejandro-De Leon, coordinator of the laboratory, explained the three evaluations. "The first (known as Kraus-Weber or K-W tests, which involved holding various positions for up to ten seconds) shows minimum muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility. The second deals with body composition, or fat."

"The third shows aerobic capacity—whether the person is aerobically fit," he said. Participants in this test were required to ride specially-designed stationary bicycles, known as ergometers, for ten minutes.

"The test is designed so the workloads are increased until the heartbeat plateaus between 120 and 150 beats per minute. Then with a formula we can predict what their (the participants) aerobic capacity is."

"Afterwards we give them an exercise prescription to help them in areas they are poor in," Alejandro-De Leon said.
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Athletic department office in fieldhouse produces student conflict

By Julia Di Martino Staff Writer

The field house has undergone a number of changes this past year which have led to controversy.

The recent dispute involves two major issues, according to a field house staff member. The first issue concerns the use of an office in the building. It is used by John Blanton, MSC track and field coach.

The other area of concern involves the overuse of the facility by athletic teams, the staff member said.

This source spoke on behalf of his fellow staff and the students who use the field house. Most of them feel the fieldhouse produces student conflict.
Baine's Deli
A Philadelphia tradition since 1910

NOW HIRING
Counter help/cashiers

$5.25-$6.00/hr. to start
No experience necessary

We offer:
- Paid holidays (full/part time employees)
- Paid vacations (full/part time employees)
- Flexible hours (choose your own)
- Free meals

Easy access to public transportation
5 minutes from Montclair State College

Apply in person at Baine's Deli in the Willowbrook Mall or call 812-0506
Ask for Jimmy or Bonnie
Man in negligee harasses student

By Rob Tomeo
Staffwriter

The campus police received a report from a woman about an incident that occurred on Oct. 17 at 2:30 a.m. on Quarry Road. The woman was walking back to her dorm from Clove Road when a vehicle passed her and stopped at lot 26.

The driver got out of the car, approached her, and said, "Do you think I'm sexy?" She discovered that he was wearing just a negligee and she quickly ran from the scene. The police have no suspect.

A female student reported two instances of being harrassed by the same male to the campus police. The first incident occurred on Oct. 20 at 6:30 p.m. The student, who was parked in lot 13, noticed a male driving his car around in circles. He eventually parked a couple of spaces down from her. He started to approach her and she rolled down her window thinking he was going to ask her for directions. She thought his behavior was strange and quickly rolled up her window and drove off.

The second incident occurred on Oct. 25 at 6:30 p.m. in lot 30. A car pulled up next to her and she noticed it was the same male driving a different car. She does not know who the male is.

A Suzuki Samurai, stolen on Oct. 15 or 16, was discovered on the night of Oct. 17 under the Goethals Bridge in Staten Island. The car had been set on fire and was completely destroyed.

Between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. on Oct 16, a 1977 Toyota Corolla in lot 28 was illegally entered and a watch was taken from the car. There also had been a failed attempt to steal the radio. The windshield of the car was cracked and the rear view mirror was broken.

On Oct. 18, the campus police discovered that a female MSC student, who had found a pocketbook lost in 1987 by another female, used the credentials in the pocketbook to make an MSC I.D. card on which the age of the student was 21.

She in turn lost her wallet, and when the police recovered it, they found three different I.D. cards bearing two different names and two different pictures. The student is charged with theft of mislaid property.

On Oct. 19, between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in lot 28, a 1989 Audi 500 S was broken into, and a tape player and radar detector were stolen from it.

On Oct. 19 at 11:45 p.m. one of the signs from a Domino's Pizza delivery car was stolen off a vehicle parked outside the Clove Road apartments. The incident is under investigation.

On Oct. 20, between 9:30 a.m. and 6:45 a.m., a 1986 Dodge Colt was stolen form lot 20. The abandoned car was found when a woman was discovered the same evening by the South Plainfield Police Department.

On Oct. 21 at 2:20 a.m. it was discovered that someone damaged a Bohn Hall elevator by taking the door off the track. On the 15th floor, where the damage was discovered, the floor lounge had been vandalized.

A 1986 Nissan pickup truck was broken into in lot 25 between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on Oct. 25. A radio was stolen from the truck.

On Oct. 27, between 3:00 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. in lot 30, a 1967 Ford was broken into and a stereo was stolen from it. When the owner returned to her car, she noticed 2 men sitting in a pickup truck that was parked diagonally to her car. They left when they saw her approaching the car.

"Homeless to Home: Building a Path"
Montclair State College Public Policy Forum

Thursday, November 10, 1988
from 8:30 am to 3:30 pm
at Montclair State College
Student Center Ballrooms

Purpose: The stark contrast between Homelessness and a society of economic growth and prosperity confronts us. This conference was conceived to help raise the level of our understanding of the root causes of homelessness; to assist in forming possible solutions to the housing crisis; and to explore resources and networks acting on emergency and long-range solutions.

Keynote Speaker: David Schwartz is a New Jersey State Assemblyman, a Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University, and author of "A New Housing Policy for America: Reconstructing the American Dream."

Sponsored by the President's Office and the Political Science Department.
for further information, contact David O'Brien at 893-7195
Pre-registration required by November 7
Use of fieldhouse questioned

cont. from p. 1

Lockhart said.

In response to this rationale, the field house staff member asked, “Then why aren’t the softball, baseball and field hockey offices in the field house, instead of Panzer Gym? They too should be closer to practice areas.”

He also commented on usage by the college’s athletic teams. The facility, which is geared towards the student body as a whole, has been subjected to overcrowding caused by the influx of athletes. It is possible that this could be a result of the field house being under the athletic department, he added.

This is a major inconvenience for students wishing to make use of the field house, said the staff member. This problem could be solved if they used Panzer Gym when practicing as a team, the staff member added.

Blanton sees no problem with any team practicing in the field house because they are students as well as athletes.

Lockhart said he has no difficulty with teams using the field house as long as it occurs during slow periods.

Students who frequent the field house said that their workout time will be shortened by team usage. Their interests have prompted them to organize and distribute a petition citing this problem and many others.

The document calls for an extension of weekend hours, maintenance of the facility, updated equipment, and the elimination of unsafe and worn machines, the staff member said.

According to Lockhart, plans to improve facilities and extend field house hours are in the making. He added that in the future, he hopes a sharing relationship develops between campus recreation, its new department and students.

Lockhart said a meeting of students, field house staff members, John Blanton and department officials may result in a compromise that all involved could be satisfied with.
Sexual assault discussed by lecturer

By Sharon Longinetti
Correspondent

On Oct. 16, Mary Taylor, MSW, conducted a workshop on sexual assault for the staff of the Drop-In Center.

Taylor received her MSW from Rutgers University and was employed at the Rape Crisis Center of Middlesex County for nine years before obtaining her present position as Coordinator of the Rape Care Program for the State Department of Health.

Taylor discussed the immediate reactions of and possible lasting effects on a person who has been sexually assaulted. The staff was also instructed on counseling techniques that could be used with a person in this situation.

Taylor stressed the importance of a victim knowing all options and possible consequences of reporting or not reporting a sexual assault.

She stated that many victims have a misconception that reporting the assault means prosecuting the perpetrator and going to court. She added that only one in five rapes is reported and, through plea-bargaining, only ten percent of them ever go to trial.

Taylor also discussed the initial reactions of the victims. The person may experience a great deal of fear which is elicited by feelings of powerlessness and a total loss of control over his/her own destiny.

The reality of an attacker being able to decide if a victim lives or dies is emotionally shattering, Taylor said. Victims can also feel violated, unclean, ashamed and even guilty. The guilt stems from thinking that there may have been a way to avoid the attack or that in some way the attack was provoked, she added.

Taylor went on to discuss the feelings of victims in the weeks following a sexual assault.

Many times victims cannot deal with the feelings that accompany the after-effects of an attack and may even deny that it occurred.

According to Taylor, victims may resort to feelings of total isolation. The victims expect to be misunderstood by people who they feel cannot possibly understand their experience and consequent feelings.

She stressed that during periods of isolation, it is imperative that the victims have a support group. This would include significant others who can express understanding, attempt in helping the victim cope, and just simply “be there”.

Many times victims feel as though they are "falling apart" and experience persistent fear, anxiety, irritability, depression, eating and/or sleeping disturbances which are sometimes in the form of nightmares where the victim relives the whole terrifying experience, she said.

The person may experience a great deal of fear which is elicited by feelings of powerlessness and a total loss of control over his/her own destiny.

Many times victims feel as though they are "falling apart" and experience persistent fear, anxiety, irritability, depression, eating and/or sleeping disturbances which are sometimes in the form of nightmares where the victim relives the whole terrifying experience, she said.

Many times victims cannot deal with the feelings that accompany the after-effects of an attack and may even deny that it occurred.

According to Taylor, victims may resort to feelings of total isolation. The victims expect to be misunderstood by people who they feel cannot possibly understand their experience and consequent feelings.

She stressed that during periods of isolation, it is imperative that the victims have a support group. This would include significant others who can express understanding, attempt in helping the victim cope, and just simply “be there”.

Many times victims feel as though they are "falling apart" and experience persistent fear, anxiety, irritability, depression, eating and/or sleeping disturbances which are sometimes in the form of nightmares where the victim relives the whole terrifying experience, she said.

According to Taylor, the most "healthy" feeling a victim can experience is anger, for the expression of anger is an indication that the victim has turned the blame of the assault onto the perpetrator.

She also emphasized the fact that every victim needs to deal with the incident in his/her own time and way. A victim needs to be supported in any way possible. Different counseling techniques to achieve this feeling of support were also discussed.

If you or someone you know has been sexually assaulted, said Taylor, help is available. The Drop-In Center provides emergency intervention, as well as information and referrals on this issue.

The Drop-In Center (a service of the SGA) is located between Richardson Hall and the Student Center. It is open 24 hours, seven days a week, and the phone number is 893-5271.

Crafts Show Applications

The 1988 Crafts Show will be held on Thurs., Dec. 1. Student participation is welcome in this show, as well as faculty and staff input. This is a great opportunity for art majors or people who have a craft-making hobby to display their talents.

Ideas for possible displays are endless: tie-dyed T-shirts, woven bracelets, original clothing designs, unique jewelry, or whatever suits your fancy.

Applications for the 1988 Crafts Show can be obtained from Vera Brenten, Russ Hall 106. Ideas for possible displays are endless: tie-dyed T-shirts, woven bracelets, original clothing designs, unique jewelry, or whatever suits your fancy.

Applications for the 1988 Crafts Show can be obtained from Vera Brenten, Russ Hall 106, or by calling 893-4314. The deadline for applications is Nov. 14. There is a table fee of $20.

LSAT
BE OVER 40 AND LOVE IT!
Kaplan's LSAT prep course helps more students score over 40 than any other test prep firm anywhere. Call for more info.
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LSAT Class Beginning 11/3
Call 488-4778

$100
W IN A
FORD PROBE OR OTHER PRIZES

CALL TODAY!
PARAMUS 261-2717
ENG. CLIFFS 833-0877
MONTVALE 391-3532

TODAYS
TEMPORARY

They Live
OPENs FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

You see them on the street.
You watch them on TV.
You might even vote for one this fall.
You think they're people just like you.
You're wrong.
Dead wrong.
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**Chile elections**

*cont. from p. 1*

In 48 days, 24 concerts were given; 7.4 million people were registered by the end of six weeks as compared to the two million before the start of the civic crusade, she said.

The election turn-out was enormous, she said. Ninety-eight percent of those who registered to vote did vote, and Colonel Pinocchet was defeated.

In December of 1989, there will be another election; the opposition already has a common man ready to run against Colonel Pinocchet, hopes of successfully defeating Colonel Pinocchet again, Barbara Sigmund added.

---

**Trip to China**

MSC is planning a trip to China, from Dec. 27, 1988 through Jan. 15, 1989. Students and a limited number of non-students will have the opportunity to experience the fascinating cultures of China and Southeast Asia, Bangkok, and Singapore on a trip arranged by Ellen Mohammed of Montclair State College's Fine Art Department.

This trip is a study of art, architecture and sculpture for which students can earn three graduate or undergraduate credits. Mohammed will guide participants through a wide variety of principalities, and cities, including Canton, Hongkong, Guilin, China (Great Wall, Ming Tombs, Imperial Palace, and S.E. Asia). They will get a firsthand look at the Jade and silk of China, Thai silk, gold and other gems of Southeast Asia.

This will be Mohammed's 14 study tour of China and Southeast Asia. She is involved in writing articles relating to art and the culturally deprived, and her Asian experiences.

This trip is open to students from all colleges and universities, since credit is transferrable. Interested non-students also are welcome.

The tour costs $2,499 which includes round trip fare from New York to China, Hongkong and Southeast Asia, tours intercontinental, travel, hotel, and meals.

Further information concerning this tour is available from Ellen Mohammed at (718) 778-9417 or (201)893-4307. The Art Office is located at MSC's fine arts department, Calcia Hall.

---

**Industrial studies hold open house**

The Industrial Studies Department at Montclair State College is holding its annual Open House on Thursday, Nov. 10, 1988. The open house will run from 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. and be filled withlots of fun and exciting seminars. The theme for this year's open house is "Discover Your Future at MSC's Industrial Studies Department."

We encourage all those interested in the program to look for further details on posters which will be around campus or in the paper. Although seminars times are not yet posted the open house committee feels this year will be extremely interesting with the addition and help of the department's two new faculty members. Visit our new faculty members and get re-acquainted with other faculty members in the department.

The open house committee would like to extend the invitation to all those people on campus, the faculty, staff and students of the Montclair Community are not only welcome but encouraged to attend the open house. In addition, the open house committee has invited high school principals, guidance counselors and industrial education teachers throughout the state of New Jersey to join us in celebrating the "Discovery of Your Future."

If you have any questions regarding the industrial studies open house you may call the department or stop by and see us. The industrial studies department is located in Finley Hall, across from the library. We hope to see you all there on November 10th!

---

**Health Fair is “educational”**

*cont. from p. 1*

noticed a very good response from both parents and students."

"I think it was very informative," one senior said, "but I think it should be two days instead of one. There's so much, and I have classes in between. Maybe they could hold it more often, like twice a semester."

"I wish we had more time," another commented. "It was really good, especially for people who aren't financially able to get this kind of treatment."

Another student added, "I think it should be advertised more. There would be a better turnout."
THE PRUDENTIAL — the nation's largest diversified financial services organization — is seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for positions in financial services, computer programming, underwriting, and administration.

We're looking for the most talented future executives we can find! If you have a strong background in accounting, finance, economics, math, computer science, or liberal arts, and are interested in the exciting and challenging positions we have to offer, please submit your resume to your Career Planning Office as soon as possible.

Our New Jersey and Pennsylvania offices will be recruiting on campus for these positions and we would love to have a chance to talk with you.

For further information, please contact your Career Planning Office. We will be on your campus November 15, 1988.

equal opportunity employer
Money Is Coming

C1C is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A.
Your name. 
That's not too much for your country to ask.

A name and a few more facts. That's all we're really asking of the two million young men who will turn 18 this year. After all, there's no draft. And if someone you know should be registering, remind them that it only takes five minutes at the post office. And it helps keep our country strong.

Register with Selective Service.
It's quick. It's easy. And it's the law.

Presented on a Public Service Announcement by the Selective Service System.

You're smart enough to calculate the size of a Hydrogen atom.

And you're still smoking?

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

This Saturday
Be there!
ATTENTION ALL BUDDING ARTISTS AND WRITERS:

YOU WANT US!

IT'S NO SURPRISE THAT PEOPLE LINE UP ON A WEDNESDAY NIGHT TO LAY OUT COPY AT THE MONTCLARION. BUT BESIDES THE OBVIOUS (IT'S EXCITING), THERE ARE MANY GOOD REASONS FOR JOINING OUR STAFF, SUCH AS:

- YOU WILL BE ASSURED OF A JOB IN A FORTUNE 500 COMPANY UPON GRADUATION.
  (WELL, AT LEAST A JOB AT WILLOWBROOK MALL)

- PARTY EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT UNTIL 2 A.M. ON THE SGA'S MONEY.
  (THAT'S IF YOU THINK PIZZA AND COKE ARE PARTYING MATERIALS)

- BUILD A CLIP FILE FOR PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS IN THE FIELDS OF JOURNALISM, GRAPHIC ARTS, PHOTO JOURNALISM, AND COMMUNICATION. HAVE FULL USE OF OUR DARKROOM FACILITIES AND FREE FILM FOR EVENTS COVERED.
  (THIS IS TRUE.)

NOW, WE DON'T WANT EVERYONE TO STAMPEDE THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX AT ONCE. SO, TAKE A DEEP BREATH, GO WASH YOUR FACE, AND READ CAREFULLY: TAKE A WALK DOWN HERE (THAT'S ROOM 113) NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT (OR EVEN THE ONE AFTER), AROUND 7 OR 8 P.M. YOU'LL SEE A LOT OF PEOPLE WHO LOOK VERY BUSY, SO JUST WALK UP TO ONE AND SAY, "HI, I'D LIKE TO BECOME A MEMBER." IN LESS THAN A MINUTE, YOUR WISH WILL COME TRUE.

THE MONTCLARION IS A CLASS I OF THE SGA
How to stand out in a crowd.

The American Express Card gets an outstanding welcome virtually anywhere you shop, whether it's for a leather jacket or a leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American Express Card right now. Whether you're a freshman, senior or grad student, look into our new automatic approval offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application.

The American Express Card. Don't Leave School Without It.

Each year cancer strikes 120,000 people in our workforce, and causes our economy to lose more than $25 billion in earnings. Earnings that American workers might still be generating if they had known the simple facts on how to protect themselves from cancer. Protect your employees, your company, and yourself...call your local unit of the American Cancer Society and ask for their free pamphlet, "Helping Your Employees to Protect Themselves Against Cancer." Start your company on a policy of good health today!
Students denied priority

We have all heard of the "thrill of victory and the agony of defeat," but what about the agony of the wait. Such has been the plight of many MSC students who frequently utilize the athletic field house, located near the college track field.

About a year and a half ago, control of the field house, which is supported totally through student funds, was transferred from the student activities board to the athletic department.

Before the transfer occurred, it was considered an unwritten rule that the athletic department and MSC teams used the facilities in the Panzer Gym and left facilities in the field house primarily for student use.

But since the athletic department assumed control, this rule has been broken. Already a petition is being circulated by students to have "full utilization of the MSC field house for non-members of the college athletic teams."

On several occasions, non-athletic department students have had to wait to use equipment because members of many MSC teams were using them. Keep in mind these facilities are funded entirely by our student fees.

Coach Blanton feels that it is fair for athletes to use the field house because they are students of MSC as well. Certainly this argument is valid. But while practicing teams are allowed to use the Panzer Gym and leave facilities in the field house primarily for student use.

Besides paying student fees, which in part support the field house, students also pay fees to the athletic department — yet students are denied access to Panzer Gym at certain times, and now they're being inconvenienced at the facility that is specifically designated for them.

Is this fair?

In addition, Coach Blanton's office is located in the field house. Since he is a coach of an MSC team, should he not be supplied an office in Panzer Gym with the rest of MSC's coaches? Couldn't this space be better utilized to benefit all students rather than one coach?

We believe students deserve top priority use of the field house. Track team members and other MSC teams are given exercise time in the Panzer Gym. There is no reason why a student not affiliated with an MSC team should have to wait to use equipment that they pay for. All students have the right to achieve the "thrill of victory" — not just MSC athletes.

Business students want their fair share

Last Thursday, I had the opportunity to meet with a good representation of the business students on this campus. I was there to answer questions regarding the bond issue and their concerns that they would receive nothing in return for the passage of the bond.

They claimed that they are being neglected because the allocation of money from the bond would not be used to benefit them. They are right because that money will benefit all students of Montclair. The new library and the new access road will benefit all students, as will the centralized police and storage facilities. Granted, the addition to the music building will only assist the music majors, but one only has to take a tour of the music department to notice the crowded conditions that take away from the creativity of our gifted students.

But, I learned something that day. When over 50 concerned business students tell me that their faculty had to cut down their office hours, in order to get to and from their classes. I was dismayed to hear that Morehead Hall is an improper setting to bring professional people from various companies, to observe the success of our business department.

So let's all go out there and vote for the bond issue and hope it passes. That way the students of MSC will benefit and we can address the business department's problems of space allocation.

Professor applauds fraternal harmony

Ironically, I would not have realized that we evidently have racially separate fraternities on campus, if I had not read the feature by Lilyanne McLean titled "Fraternities Meet on Common Ground." My letter is an expression of support for Jonathan Benjamin, President of Alpha Phi Omega, and James R. Rhoche, II, President of Sigma Phi Rho, in their joint effort to initiate more interaction between the organizations they lead.

I sincerely hope that their example will provide a successful model for other organizations to follow in enhancing the collegial atmosphere on our campus.

Incidentally, I am proud to state that both Jonathan Benjamin and James R. Rhoche, II, have been students in classes I taught last year.

Tommy Mergola is the SGA president

Your concerns are legitimate and you've raise some very important issues and questions about the direction of the college. As your president, I have listened to those concerns and you have my support. In fact, I suggest that we pool our resources and work together to see what we can do to eliminate these concerns.

Consider this idea, when the bond issue passes and the new library is constructed, what will happen to the old library? How about a business school where office and classrooms can be centralized. This should be your incentive to vote for the Bond Issue.

Your concerns are legitimate and you've raised some very important issues and questions about the direction of the college. As your president, I have listened to those concerns and you have my support. In fact, I suggest that we pool our resources and work together to see what we can do to eliminate those concerns.

Tommy Mergola is the SGA president

Sharon Spencer
Professor of English
and administrative assistant to the vice president of student affairs
The knee-jerk reaction to racism

Forgive my liberal paranoia but there seems to be a new slant on self-defense. I mentioned this the other day to the professor of the Golden Horde in his trade speeches.

You see it in Chicago, where relations between Jews and blacks have reached a flash point; an especially ominous sign, I believe, because one can see the seeds of a new ghettos forming. In Detroit College, where blacks and whites have been publicly harassed by groups calling themselves conservatives. Like the University of Wisconsin, where a fraternity recently sponsored a mock slave auction in which pledges blacked their faces and wore Afro wigs.

You see it in the unit encompass with which the American Civil Liberties Union is held by a majority of the American people and in the utter lack of concern that a member of one of the four families of the John Birch Society is about to be elected vice president of the United States.

It's a kind of liberal nightmare; the battles we thought we'd fought and won 25 years ago are coming back to be fought again, and this time we're losing.

People are afraid and angry; they take refuge in racism, xenophobia and vigilantism. There was an illustrative incident in Detroit, my home town, recently.

A nice quiet working class neighborhood, not unlike the one I grew up in, was suddenly invaded by the drug culture. A gang of crack dealers took over a vacant house and soon, on a block where children had jumped rope on the sidewalk, you had teen-agers selling drugs from the curb and staging gun battles in broad daylight. And when the neighbors threatened to call the police, the dealers laughed at them.

"They were laughing at the whole neighborhood," said one of the residents. "Nobody could sit out on the porch anymore. The kids couldn't play outside. The police said to wait till something bad happened. Well, we couldn't do that.

What they could do, they found, is burn the place down. The God-fearing, law-abiding residents of the area waited for a windless day when the house was empty; they soaked the house with gasoline, then torched it.

Two of the citizens were arrested for arson. A jury found them not guilty by reason of self-defense. And I'll let you in on a secret: I'd be on that jury-knee-jerk liberal me—I'd have voted not guilty too.

The knee-jerk reaction to racism is one of the dumbest acts of moral egotism. It isn't something that should be given to thinking about, namely that South Africa are appalled at the threatened death of millions of people if sanctions against the manufacturers that cigarettes kill every year five times as many people as died in nine years of fighting in Vietnam. Suppose that a tobacco company came to tell us free to make its products even though we know that smoking kills and are the alternative means of achieving the desired end. On one technical point one should it not? would become moot.

I think that it is great that MSC does not discriminate; however, it makes the physically handicapped person feel welcomed. According to the 1980 Census, 7.5% of the disabled people in that same. Should there even be a question that handicapped facilities are a priority at all? Buildings today are required to have handicapped facilities.

I want to commend The Montclarion for the front page article, editorial and editorial cartoon focusing attention on the unmet needs of individuals in our campus community who have handicapping conditions.

Besides those individuals who have physical handicaps which make mobility more difficult, we also have on our campus other students and employees who, though otherwise qualified, have special needs.

They include those with learning disabilities, hearing impairments, etc. These individuals have the ability "to do the job" but they must do it a different way. Those with partial hearing might need to use written communication, sign language, etc.

Those with learning disabilities may need such accommodations as extension of length of time permitted for completion of assignments, the number of credits to be taken each semester to maintain full time status, taped texts, etc.

For several years I served as Chair of the campus Committee on the Handicapped (COH). The mission of that committee is "to advise the college regarding policy and procedures for service, aid, and facilities for individuals with disability conditions." After a year's study, and hearing from students with special needs, COH advised the administration what needed to be done was: 1. the adoption of an official college-wide policy regarding the handicapped, and 2. the establishment of procedures to guarantee reasonable accommodations to those who were entitled to them.

We need to develop a sensitivity to the special needs of our colleagues, and a reduct for their abilities. This must be done on an individual and institutional basis. Our college needs to establish a policy and stand behind procedures which respectfully accommodate those among us with special needs.

Toni Spiootta
Director, Psychoeducational Center

The Montclarion Letters Policy

All letters must be:
* typewritten and double spaced
* addressed to the editor
* submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
* include student ID number, year, major, and telephone number for confirmation.

Granted that the proposal for the elevator to be installed at College Hall would cost MSC a great deal of money; but couldn't those particular classes be scheduled on the ground level, where the handicapped could get to it?

These disabled are entitled to an education just like everyone else is, and having an obstacle such as "getting to the classroom" is just absurd. The hard part should be getting accepted to college, not getting to the classroom.

Last summer MSC hosted an international table tennis tournament for the handicapped. A great deal of fun. I found it simply amazing. I agree with Ms. Elaine Dwyre who expressed her embarrassment for the college; when you host a special event you should be prepared to accommodate them in every way possible!
Racism: Still no easy solutions

cont. from p. 13

A special agent of the Drug Enforcement Administration viewed with alarm. “If people are allowed to get away with this and it catches on, then you have anarchy on your hands.”

Wrong, Mr. Special Agent. You’ve already got anarchy on your hands. Why should drug dealers be the only ones to enjoy it?

Even as I say that, I know I’m wrong, that the vigilante spirit is out of control at the moment it is activated. If you can burn down a crack house with impunity, you can get rid of anything else you don’t like in your neighborhood, like an Oriental or black family.

There’s got to be something we can do about crime short of shutting Colt .45’s to our thighs and making like Clint Eastwood.

My oldest daughter lives in Brooklyn, New York, in a neighborhood that is undergoing gentrification at a gallop. The last time I was there she pointed out a delicatessen and said: “That’s a crack house. They sell drugs. If you people are resolute to eat, they just look at you funny.”

Students come to Tom’s defense

After reading the letter entitled “Tommy lacks relevance” by “Name withheld by request,” we felt disappointed and outraged. We feel the writer was uninformed and showed a lack of confidence by not signing his/her name.

To think that this person could be so ignorant of the word understanding. We realize most people choose to have the ignoring idea to avoid the problem of accidental pregnancy might get put in its tapwater, to be set aside when conception is desired. If that development came along on a truly general scale—a substance that might be put in the common drinking water, requiring those who wish to procreate to take a pill that would neutralize its effect—then there would never be any abortions, as these would be unnecessary.

As we are lead to understand, Tommy is to use “his space” in "The Montclarion" as he so chooses. People have spoken with feel that Tommy should use his space to discuss issues of student concerns or activities which is exactly what he has done. Has Tommy not written about the fabrication of a student or about the U.S. Presidential Candidates not being “concerned about your needs and show their support by visiting our college”.

As we are informed and researched the facts before writing this letter, Tommy has not once had dinner with administration especially not “cute little ones.”

As we continued to research the facts, Tommy has not yet had “chummy meetings among council members” because there is no council, name withheld get your story straight.

As far as we are concerned, Tommy can thank anyone he so chooses, verbally, or written. We can’t see why someone could be so overly concerned about this. It makes us wonder about the unknown writer. When Tommy was thanked, he did write ect., ect., in his thanks. Maybe name withheld wanted to see his/her name spelled out.

In our opinion, name withheld displayed no confidence in themselves. If they were not able to sign a name, it leads us to believe that what they wrote had absolutely no substance.

These are our thoughts on that ridiculous letter that was printed and left unsigned. However, we are able to sign our names, as what we have written bars truth, research of facts, and integrity.

Barbara A. Gallo

The ongoing progress of the RU 486

cont. from p. 13

having been made, the laws of society granting the mother the right to abort, all relevant medical technology is appropriately harnessed to the right-to-lifers correctly point out that, at least in the United States, people who visit abortion clinics are for the most part women who know that there has been available, for over a generation, something called The Pill. Which, if regularly imbibed, would make abortions unnecessary.

So then: Appear the impulses of those angered by the development of an abortifacient. But, having cooled down, welcome its development as a form of medical progress.

William F. Buckley is a syndicated writer with the Universal Press Syndicate.

What we stand to gain from the bond issue

Thanks to a flood of pre-election polls, most of us know which candidate will come out a winner next week. But campaign predictions are no excuse for apathy. As citizens, it’s our duty to vote. As students we must support public question #1 on this year’s ballot.

The Jobs, Education and Competitiveness Bonds Issue, designated to enhance the state’s higher learning institutions, offers something for everyone at MSC.

The bulk of the $350 million to be distributed will go toward renovation and construction. But the bond issue is more than a chance to make some needed building repairs. It is an opportunity to increase MSC’s statewide pre-eminence.

Among the nine state colleges, Sprague Library contains the most extensive holdings, and the bond issue can secure that distinction. As well as creating classroom space, a new, $15.7 million facility will allow the acquisition of more print and modern video materials.

Complementing the $5.7 million challenge grant for the fine and performing arts that MSC earned in 1985, the bond issue allocates $13.1 million for an addition to the existing music building. The challenge grant, which is in its last year, created outstanding programs such as the Opera, Music and Theatre Institute, but less than $1 million, had been earmarked for renovation and equipment.

In addition to addressing the arts and academia, the bond issue concedes to improve the quality of life on campus. A new access road to the north parking lot will ease congestion at Valley Road and Normal Avenue, and make commuting (a bit) less grueling.

And a facility integrating campus police and security, who are currently located in separate wings of Chapin Hall, would make walking to your car or dorm after dark less alarming, though no more advisable.

A better equipped and more affordable childcare facility would give MSC’s parents greater peace of mind, too. The bond issue would disperse $5 million to campus day-care, and the staff at MSC’s Childcare Center, which opens mid-November, is writing proposals to attain some of those moneys.

Beyond MSC, by focusing on advanced technology centers, the bill aims to attract industry and create jobs. Opponents of the bill might argue that New Jersey has its share of industries hazardous to the environment. Investing in education, however, is essential to finding ways to save our shores and precious open space.

When Governor Kean signed the issue’s proposal into law last August, Acting President Richard Lynde committed MSC to its cause. Now, it’s up to you.

Vote yes for the New Jersey Jobs, Education and Competitiveness Bond Act of 1988. Its name notwithstanding, this bill is guaranteed to resound. Best of all, it’s non-partisan.

Nicole Gadzowsky
senior/English major
Get out and vote!

There’s no excuse for you this year! If you want to change the way things work, you have to vote.

Student input is sorely needed in this year’s election. Election day is Nov. 8.

—You can write in your ballot if you can’t reach a voting area.

—If you claim that you don’t know enough about the candidates to vote, pick up a copy of last week’s Montclarion and read the main editorial. Both candidates’ positions are outlined clearly.

The Montclarion is a class 1 of the SGA.

Attention

-HABITAT FOR HUMANITY: Representatives from the Newark and Paterson Habitat projects will speak and answer questions on Monday, November 14 at 7 pm in G-211. All interested in founding an MSC chapter (Class IV of the SGA) of this international, nonprofit organization are invited to attend. Habitat works with families to build or renovate homes, which are sold to them through non-interest mortgages. Call Lise Greene at 893-4213 for further information.

-OPENING for two people to a ski trip to sugarbush, Vt. Jan 15-20, all lift tickets and meals except lunch included. Call 509-7534 and ask for Brian.

—Are you interested in working with Public Relations or Communications? We are currently listing positions for employee communications and media relations interns. For more info, come to career services, Student Center Annex, room 104.

Help Wanted

-Immediate P/T position available at local florist. Walking distance from college. Flex hours. No designing experience necessary. Call 471-6480.

-The #1 college tour operator is looking for an efficient, responsible, and organized campus representatives. Earn free trips, and good commissions. Call 1-800-999-4300.


-Respite care workers needed in home care to handicapped children and adults. Call Loretta Swor or Leslie Bezak, ARC of Essex Cty. 414-9022.

-Available to do any style typing in my home. $2 p/page. Call 778-4174.


-PT Teachers Aide for Nusery School/Child Care Center in Roseland. Flexible after school hours. Must love children! Please call Anne 226-3814 days or 229-4404 evenings.

-Ski and earn 3 MSC college credits at Killington, VT. ski area this January. Ski and resort management courses include expert instruction and practical work experience. Call Dr. Jack Samuels for details. 893-7073.

-Dog sitter needed. Near or on campus. 10 am-8 pm for small, lovable dog who cannot sit in the parking lot car in the cold. Phone 893-4307.

-Wanted—Babysitter for 7 yr. old girl in Totowa. Call Sandy 956-7268.

-NEED EXTRA MONEY? One of N.J.'s finest caterers has immediate openings for banquet personnel. Waiters & waitresses (19 yrs), set-up and kitchen helpers. Full and part time available. Flexible hours, excellent pay and working conditions. Call 992-8137.

-BAE Computer needs responsible student to represent our computer. Incentive bonus plan. Interested persons please send resume to 3563 Ryder Street, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051.

-Spring Break Tour Promoter—Escort. Energetic person (m/f), to take sign-ups for our Florida tours. We furnish all materials for a successful promotion. Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing at 1-800-777-2270.

-Customer Service: America’s #1 Newspaper needs people to help solve customer problems/ work with CRT. Full/part-time, Monday thru Sunday. Non-smoking office. $8.00/hr. 343-2244 Mr. Newton.

-TELEMARKETING. Evening/weekend shifts. We'd like to help sell a major publication from our non-smoking office. Earn as much as $12.00/hr. 343-2244 Mr. Mark.

-Wanted—Babysitter for lovely 18 month old girl in Totowa. Call Sandy 956-7268.

-OPENING for two people to a ski trip to sugarbush, Vt. Jan 15-20, all lift tickets and meals except lunch included. Call 509-7534 and ask for Brian.

—Are you interested in working with Public Relations or Communications? We are currently listing positions for employee communications and media relations interns. For more info, come to career services, Student Center Annex, room 104.

Help Wanted

-Immediate P/T position available at local florist. Walking distance from college. Flex hours. No designing experience necessary. Call 471-6480.

-The #1 college tour operator is looking for an efficient, responsible, and organized campus representatives. Earn free trips, and good commissions. Call 1-800-999-4300.


-Respite care workers needed in home care to handicapped children and adults. Call Loretta Swor or Leslie Bezak, ARC of Essex Cty. 414-9022.

-Available to do any style typing in my home. $2 p/page. Call 778-4174.


-PT Teachers Aide for Nusery School/Child Care Center in Roseland. Flexible after school hours. Must love children! Please call Anne 226-3814 days or 229-4404 evenings.

-Ski and earn 3 MSC college credits at Killington, VT. ski area this January. Ski and resort management courses include expert instruction and practical work experience. Call Dr. Jack Samuels for details. 893-7073.

-Dog sitter needed. Near or on campus. 10 am-8 pm for small, lovable dog who cannot sit in the parking lot car in the cold. Phone 893-4307.

-Wanted—Babysitter for 7 yr. old girl in Totowa. Call Sandy 956-7268.

-NEED EXTRA MONEY? One of N.J.'s finest caterers has immediate openings for banquet personnel. Waiters & waitresses (19 yrs), set-up and kitchen helpers. Full and part time available. Flexible hours, excellent pay and working conditions. Call 992-8137.

-BAE Computer needs responsible student to represent our computer. Incentive bonus plan. Interested persons please send resume to 3563 Ryder Street, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051.

-Spring Break Tour Promoter—Escort. Energetic person (m/f), to take sign-ups for our Florida tours. We furnish all materials for a successful promotion. Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing at 1-800-777-2270.

-Customer Service: America’s #1 Newspaper needs people to help solve customer problems/ work with CRT. Full/part-time, Monday thru Sunday. Non-smoking office. $8.00/hr. 343-2244 Mr. Newton.

-TELEMARKETING. Evening/weekend shifts. We’d like to help sell a major publication from our non-smoking office. Earn as much as $12.00/hr. 343-2244 Mr. Mark.

-Wanted—Babysitter for lovely 18 month old girl in Totowa. Call Sandy 956-7268.

-OPENING for two people to a ski trip to sugarbush, Vt. Jan 15-20, all lift tickets and meals except lunch included. Call 509-7534 and ask for Brian.

—Are you interested in working with Public Relations or Communications? We are currently listing positions for employee communications and media relations interns. For more info, come to career services, Student Center Annex, room 104.
Students perform with the right direction

By Antoinette Doherty
Correspondent

The following review is from a dress rehearsal of "An Evening of Three One-Acts," presented by the Studio Theatre Series.

Student directors Jeffrey L. Wingfield, Linda Walsh, and Stephen W.R. Bienski have produced three pieces that effectively plunge into human nature.

The Son Who Hunted Tigers in Jakarta, directed by Wingfield, tells the story of a young man, Mr. Sweeney, who is caught in the act of robbing the house of Mr. and Mrs. Ferris. Portrayed by Mark Kalet, Sweeney is a fast talker who is quick to detect the weaknesses in Mr. and Mrs. Ferris' relationship. He uses this lack of strength, almost successfully, to escape his predicament.

Gregory Ciano, is willing to listen to Sweeney and give him the benefit of the doubt. Through a combination of the mind games and power plays, the cast shares intense concentration and communicates the plays intent.

Graceland is about two devoted, but extremely different, Elvis fanatics. Both feel that they should be the first person to set foot into Graceland on its opening. Jennifer Biddle does a beautiful job of portraying Ber Davies, a middle-aged Southern woman who insists that she loves Elvis with "the purest and truest kind of love." Nicolette Phillips does an equally impressive job playing Rootie Mallert, a young and naive Cajun girl who wants to be the first into Graceland for spiritual reasons. What starts as a conflict between the two ends as a wonderful display of human kindness. Graceland marks the debut of director Walsh.

Family Voices, another debut for director Bienski, expresses the frustration within the relationships between mother, father, and son. None of the "voices" are ever heard by any other member of the family. What feelings they fail to communicate to one another are received by the audience. Jonathan "Craig" Adams, Cathi Hayzer, and Michael P. Guerrieri are Voice 1 (son), Voice 2 (mother), and Voice 3 (father). They present a well done ensemble piece of work that displays the emotional dynamics of a family.

The purpose of the Studio Theatre Series is to enable students to develop their acting and directing skills by working on diverse projects. "An Evening of Three One-Acts" thoroughly accomplishes this goal.

"An Evening of Three One-Acts" runs Nov. 3 through 5 and Nov. 10 through 12 at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre. The Box Office is open at 7:30 p.m. on the evenings of the performances.

Musicmakers off the record and in the movies

Baker cooks

One listens to Anita Baker's albums and only one thing enters the mind and that is; sing it, Anita. Sing it again and again. Giving You the Best That I Got is no exception to this rule. You want to listen to this LP. Baker's voice is pure rapture. This sultry alto once again stretches her range to achieve superb vocalese. Baker's material consists of mellow, romantic rhapsody which makes for a laid back atmosphere; a soothing of the savage beast if you will. There is no passivity in Baker's voice which makes her music rise above most of today's pop acts.

"Giving You the Best That I Got" is the title track off the album which speaks of a strong commitment to a wedding vow, which is a reflection of her life outside of the musical aspect. This is currently playing on the radio waves and doing splendidly.

Strong cuts on this album include "Lead Me into Love" and "Good Love." Baker gives everything she has in these two tunes as well as the rest of the album. She is truly at her best when she pours out her heart and soul in her music.

The jazzy overtones of "Good Enough" and the smooth melody of "Priceless" are added reasons to buy this album. It would be a benefit to the music world in general if Baker would continue concentrating on the jazz and blues that sets her music apart from all others in the pop scene. But for now, the Giving You the Best That I Got LP is the best around.

-Luisa Carrizo

U2 can be in pictures

Rattle and Hum, music from U2's new concert documentary film was finally released Oct. 11. The double album contains seventeen tracks in all, including six songs recorded live during the band's 1987 tour of the states.

"Rattle and Hum" is markedly different from anything U2 has done in the past. Many well known names in rock appear on the album sleeve. A few songs were written and sung in conjunction with Bob Dylan, B.B. King appears as a back up vocalist and guitarist in one track and Jimmy Hendrix's "Star Spangled Banner" acts as a prelude to the live version of "Bullet the Blue Sky."

Also, The New Voices of Freedom, a gospel choir accompanies Bono during "I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" recorded live.

The new music that appears on the album has already received a lot of airplay. Songs such as " Desire" and "God Part II" can be heard on most rock and new wave stations. The movie Rattle and Hum is due to be released Fri. Nov. 4.

-Justine Gianandrea

happenings

Band to play Zeppelin tribute

"The Song Remains the Same" as Physical Graffiti, the Led Zeppelin tribute band, recreates the magic of the band's music Mon., Nov. 7 at 8:30 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium. A high-tech laser light show is scheduled to accompany the concert. Tickets are $5 standard and $3 with MSC ID. They go on sale Thurs., Oct. 27 for those with MSC ID and Mon., Oct. 31 for all others from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Center Box Office across from the Book Store. For further information call Chris Rohloff, publicity chairperson, Class One Concerts, at 893-4478.

STS presents One-Acts

Three student directors will present an evening of one-act plays for the next production offered in the Studio Theatre Series' 1988-89 season. Included in the program is Ronald Ribman's The Son Who Hunted Tigers in Jakarta, followed by Ellen Byron's Graceland and concluding with Harold Pinter's Family Voices.

The production runs Thurs., Nov. 3-5 and 10-12 at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre. There are no reservations accepted. The box office opens at 7:30 p.m. on the evening of the performance and seating is by general admission. Ticket prices are: standard $3; faculty, staff and senior citizens $2.50; MSC students with ID $2. For additional information call 893-5112.

Art forum lecture series

The MSC Art Forum Lecture Series continues through Nov. and Dec. with topics ranging from painting to video art. The free lectures are presented on Thurs. afternoons from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Calcis Fine Arts Building. Information on any of the lectures is available by calling Patricia Lay, the series coordinator, at 893-4307.
DanceCompass performs Fri. and Sat., Nov. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium. The concerts mark the premiere of the troupe's 1988-89 season and will feature four dances by Nicholas Rodriguez. Rodriguez is the company's artistic director and choreographer.

DanceCompass' ongoing residency at MSC is a project of the New Jersey Governor's Challenge Grant for Excellence in fine and performing arts programming at the college.

Tickets for the concerts are $12, $10 and $6. Information regarding individual tickets and group sale's discount tickets may be obtained by calling the Box Office at 893-5112.

---

**Nolan's Notes**

By Jarrett Nolan

Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan's Notes. If you grew up with Duran Duran in junior high, you can continue growing with them in college. They're just as experimental as they ever were, but the British trio sounds as if they're going for a more mature sound. Their lyrics aren't as cryptic as they were on previous albums, they actually have meaning. Simon LeBon sounds as if he took vocal lessons and John Taylor is taking the bass a little more seriously. Best cuts: "I Don't Want Your Love," "Too Late Marele," "Palomino," and "Drug." They will be touring also but (get this!) they'll announce their venues two weeks before their designated dates. In other words, you'll have two weeks ONLY to get tickets...Still reviewing...My sweetheart, Anita Baker, has gone mining and came up with another gem. "Giving You the Best That I Got" is not the best because I still think there's more to come. Her voice is cool, jazzy, and sophisticated. Throughout the album, you get the impression that she's singing to you and only you. Best cuts: ALL!

**MINI-NOTES:** The Beach Boys "Kokomo" jumps to number two on the Billboard Hot 100 this week nearly 25 and a half years after the group first hit the top ten with "Surfin' USA." The Rolling Stones are in second with a span of 21 and a half years between their first top ten ("Time Is On My Side") and their most recent ("Harlem Shuffle") in 1986.

**MINI-NOTES II:** Top Northeast promoter, John Scher, and his Monarch Entertainment company are producing the first annual Garden State Music Awards to be held Nov. 18 at the Count Basie Theater in Red Bank. Who are they giving the awards to? Bon Jovi and Whitney Houston with a lifetime achievement award to Kool and the Gang! Pull-ease...The answer to last week's trivia question: "Bohemian Rhapsody" is the Queen song that satirized opera. This week's question: Out of all the things he's done and accomplished, what is the one thing that Pete Townsend regrets?...Think about it...Until next week...
Two questions we must ask ourselves this election year:

1. What man would make the best President?...

2. Why isn't he running?

By Jeff MacNelly

SHOE

If I could just reach that phone...

By Mike Peters

BLOOM COUNTY

By Berke Breathed
THE WORLD IS FLAT
By Doug James

Personals

-B.C.-Happy 1 month! Thanks
for Baby K, T.B. & the flowers.
Me and the fish missed ya!
Thanks for being such a won­
erful friend! L.W.

-Is it Eric or Chaka?
I apologize. T. Black. Love ya
Red. A.K.A. Pinky

-Thank you John & Lynn, we
love it. Love ya for keepin the
dream alive. Tunia

-Jen- I think you wanted to see
the waiter bend over for more
selfish reasons! Mag.

-Zsolt- Sorry we didn’t work
out. I’m glad we got to know
each other. Friends ? Love, Mag.

-Drug Czar-The road to excess
leads to the palace of wisdom
bend your ear in Atlanta.

-Kris-No people live in this city.
Idiot close the door! Love D.C.

-John M.- Thanks for letting me
bend your ear in Atlanta.

-Raymie- I’ve had it with
Bodda-Boom, Bodda-Bing!
You’re such a bad boy...and
thaxn for Kermie...Little Vixen.

-Zsolt-Where is Tina?

-Somewhere in Florida?

-Billy- Our bed volleyball team
ruled the Hyatt.

-B.C.-Beer run in two minutes
!! NO PROBLEM the stairs are
close, guys very much! I loved looking
over to see your shining faces
with more laughs than Johnny Carson, we humbly thank you.

-Carson, we humbly thank you.

-Idiot close the door! Love D.C.

-Kris- I really think I found a
new friend in you. Our expe­
deriences in Atlanta won’t be
forgotten. We have to hang out
together more.-Lynn M.C.

-To everyone at the Atlanta
convention: Thanks for your
support during my “thief* crisis.

-It was appreciated, even though
I was too dazed at the time to
say so.—Lynn M.C.

-Can I make sexy lips at you?
-Lynn M.C.

-My little vixen- “I’d like to
read the menu, but that means
I’d have to let go off this
women’s hands, and I’m just not
ready to do that yet.”

For Sale

-Zildjian 20" ride cymbal $110.
Zildjian 15" HiHats with stand
$100. Very good shape. Call
Todd 966-2978.

-Men’s ski boots. Tecnica T.5’s
Also Barracuda ski rack. Modeled
for large car. Boots $75. Rack $30. Call Paul at 633-
5351.

-1980 Honda Accord, red, 5­
speed, great condition, mostly
highway miles, $800 negotiable.
Please call after 6:00 pm 334-
1107.

-84 Camaro Berlinaetta. V/6,
fully loaded, p/s, p/b, a/c, p/
w, p/l, new breaks. Must Sell!
$5,500 or BEST offer. Call Rob
340-4983 after 6 pm.

-1985 1/2 Honda Prelude Si
Classic. White. Loaded:
AT/PS/AC, moon roof,
AM/FM/Cass/Equalizer, car
defender, alloy wheels & Michelin MXVs.
41,000 miles & computerized
service records. $10,250 or best
offer. Contact Dr. Scipione -
Office: 893-4254. Home: 548-
8906.

-Furnished Room available
with private bath in Upper Mtc.
boy. Parking is available. If
interested call 746-4507—
MAGS REFLEX
By John Paul

-GAG REFLEX By John Paul

SOMETIMES, WE ALL WISH WE COULD FLY.

IF THE READING IS TOO DIFFICULT, PLEASE REFRESH THE PAGE.
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-Kim, Kathy, & Randy. I don't know about you, but I think we all need a ROAD TRIP. liv up, Kim.

-Grish. Happy birthday sweetie!! Love your sis, Chris.

-Mary. Thanks for being a great roommate! Little kid! I'm dying to get drunk! Michele.

-Bim. Isn't there one detail I forgot to mention on that Monday info sheet?

-The Winter Ball is comin'...stay tuned for details.

-To My Cool Step, Krop, dawg-o! Pkt up. Your Big In A L.I.X.

-To All of the A.L.X. Pledges, Good luck you're halfway through. It is all worth it! Stepheen's Big Sister.

-Moe-Moe. Come va? Ciao bella! Here's your personnel. Now that you've met them, I think it's better appreciate this. Now am I going to get mail from?

-To ROEBLING. To our friend Todd--can we indulge with you on your birthday! You are 20 now--but are you still growing? Love Claire & Richi.

-Eliot--I have more info to back-up the theory on Hemm-ingway...maybe it's time to get the fact sheets. Then I could call you Norton!!!!! Luv, me.

-Erin & Eric--I WANT THAT PICTURE!!!! Incriminating evidence, I think you should have...OOOO year??--your roommate.

-Flexi & Elaine Powers. Ooh baby baby! I want you women now. You are the sexiest ever! Flexi, are you going to use your visa card soon? Guess who?

-Smiling Scooter. How about all those new women? Hah Hah! Hatted & Chinese are on the loose. Watch out!! From someone you know. (Gee, I wonder who it is!!)

-Happy Birthday #32! Love ya, Barb.

-Dan--We know which football team is the best. Let's just ignore the fact that you do not have a Dob-lin? Love, Guess Who?

-LASO Executive Board and Members--Here comes Latin America!! Your Latin Month Coordinator.

-Suliana-Perk up and smile, our lines are full of suprises! Your roommate.

-Have a Happy 23rd Birthday, Christine! Your Friend.

-Larry Love-You are the coo-llest dude! I thought good because that is what you do best. From Money.

-Meetings to John, John, John, and Senate will NEVER be the same. Love, Mi-

-Greg-I love you like a pickel! Love, Rhonda Kay.

-To THE PLEDGES OF IOTA: Thanks for making these three weeks great fun! Mackin-tosh and Porky

-To the D.A. Kelly--I think I'm falling in love. A 2nd floor resident.

-Celebrate, love you, you're the best. What color weedecker do you want??? Let's chat!! Love, your chef, Jimmy.

-A little things, CONGRATS LTO sisters. Love Yvonne.

-Dave--Thank you Baby. I had a great weekend. Moo-Moo--Bananarama was so great this past weekend. I love you DAWN.

-The decatholon champ!!

-Heey Monkey. You want to climb to the top of the pyramid? No way.

-Greg, Girlfriends can be a pain in the butt. Don't worry, be happy. Brian.
Field burning opposing deepbacks with ease

By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer

Montclair Athlete of the week, Amod Field, is leading the Indians in receptions and has caught 26% of the team's total pass completions.

Statistics are commonly thought to be the best measure of an athletes' capabilities. But Field contends they are not conclusive about the overall ability of the player. He stated, "Stats don't always show everything about a player. I prefer to let the stats take care of themselves, so I can be the best player I can at all times."

Field, who is in his third year at MSC, feels that he possesses the experience and leadership to make the Indians a winner. Field was recruited from Passaic High School in 1985, where winning was a tradition. "I know what we need to get to the playoffs," he stated.

Although the playoffs are a discouraging one. We are a better football team than them, Field remains positive for the Indian tribe this year, according to Field, are faced with two choices. "We can either play even harder, or we can moan around about our losses."

The togetherness in the Indian tribe will be the focal point for the rest of the '88 season. "We win as a team, we lose as a team. We're not quitters. Now, our goal is to blowout the next two teams."

Leadership quality of this veteran player will be a key in future success. "Next year, we have a lot of great people coming back, including a very talented group of young players with an inspiring future. I feel I can show these younger players what it takes."

The Indian winning tradition is something that Field feels he will be able to successfully pass down. "It's like a business, everyone must do their job," he explained. He sees his task as being a leader who keeps the "team up and going."

As far as the rest of the season, Field, who is in contention for All-American honors, wants to "continue to play good, hard football."

---

Saturday vs. Drew
Soccer team to host ECAC game

By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer

The MSC soccer team, at the end of one of its best years in the history of the sport at the college, will host the first round of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Championships. The game will be Saturday night at 6:00 pm at Sprague Field.

The Indians, who enter the tournament as the Number Two seed will play Drew University for the right to play in the championship game on Sunday at 1:00 pm.

The other semi-final contest will take place at Rutgers-Camden between Rutgers-Camden, the number one seed and the New Jersey Institute of Technology. The site for the championship will be held at the highest seeded school in the game.

At 13-3-3, MSC has already tied the school mark for victories in a season. The last time an Indian squad won 13 games was back in 1968 and 1969, when the Indians finished 13-1 and 13-2 respectively.

To add to its already successful year, MSC set and is building upon another record. On the October 22, the Indians registered their eighth shutout of the year, breaking the old record of seven set in 1974. Since then, the Indians have recorded two more shutouts, giving them ten on the year.

Helping MSC along the way have been two outstanding freshmen forwards: John Rubinetti and Kevin Pladl are leading the Indians after 19 games in goals and points.

Rubinetti has nine goals and six assists for a team leading 24 points. Teammate Pladl has been burning things up in the short time he has played. Starting as a defender, Pladl was moved to forward and has played a total of ten games. In those ten games however, Pladl has knocked in an Indian-leading ten goals and three assists for 23 points.

MSC will finish out its regular season schedule this week when it plays FDU-Madison. The game begins at 8:00.
Crying Wolf  Warner Wolf, who does sports for Channel 2 News, is a boob. On any given night during the hockey season, you'll find Wolf preaching about how players should be thrown out of a game if they drop their gloves to fight. He seems to feel that the league would pass this rule if they really wanted to stop the fighting that goes on. He says this rule would curb the violence which is currently plaguing the league, but since the fights are part of the attraction, they continue.

Fine. He's right. It probably would deter many players from fighting. But then Warner Wolf goes on to show clips from fights that took place throughout the league that night, and sometimes doesn't even bother to give us the scores of the games. Wolf himself is promoting hockey in the same light that he is preaching against.

Dallas invades N.Y.  New Yankee manager Dallas Green has done it already. First he says the Yankees probably aren't going to re-sign Tommy John because of his age (45). Then he says that "nobody (on the Yankees) is untouchable", meaning that if the right offer came along the team would have no problem trading Don Mattingly.

The remark concerning John will get him nowhere with George Steinbrenner, who happens to like Tommy John a great deal and probably won't take too kindly to Green writing John off in October. Green's remarks about Mattingly won't be received well by the New York fans, who would rather see Green go before most players on the team.

At the Meadowlands  This week, our staff presents their selections for Saturday's Breeders' Cup races:

- **Event**: Sprint
  - **Ian Saarman**: Gulch, Seattle Metcor, Personal Ensign, Mill Native, Fast Play, Fijar Tango, Forty Niner

- **Event**: Juvenile Fillies
  - **Bryan Morytly**: Gulch, Open Mind, Winning Colors, Bet Twice, Easy Goer, Indian Skimmer, Alysheba

- **Event**: Juvenile
  - **Kenny Peck**: Mining, Seattle Metcor, Personal Ensign, Posen, Easy Goer, Sunshine Forever, Cutlass Reality

---

**Trivia Time-Out**

Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. What is Joe Pepitone credited with introducing to baseball clubhouse?
2. What does a track man mean by “PB”?
3. What did former major league right-hander Truman Clevenger answer to?
4. What school did Bob Cousy head off to coach following his retirement from the NBA?
5. How many teams made up the NBA in its inaugural 1949-50 season?

**Cioffi’s ‘business-type’ attitude key to success**

By Mary Carlomagno  Staff Writer

Junior outside linebacker Paul Cioffi is presently leading the Indians in sacks and tackles. Cioffi, with 100 tackles and 14 sacks, has an outside chance of breaking the 1981 team record of 142 tackles set by All-American Sam Mills.

="This season, I feel we have the players to break the Mills record. In order to do this, we have to play the way we are capable of playing," stated Cioffi.

Although considered a junior, Cioffi has two more years of eligibility with the Indians. At this point, he has decided he will play in the playoffs, Cioffi still maintains his optimistic attitude. The Indian defense and offense working together, we are unstoppable," he explained.

Although the Indians suffered a big loss on Saturday, virtually eliminating them from the playoffs, Cioffi still maintains his optimistic attitude. The Indians now must re-think their goals for the rest of the season. "It is a big let-down, but now we just want to concentrate on having an 8-2 season," Cioffi said of the Trenton loss.

At the beginning of the season, Cioffi had two goals: to win the national championship, and to break the Mills record.

"It's more important to get back on a winning note, to bounce back. The Trenton State loss was only one football game. We can't live our lives in the shadow of one loss," Cioffi continued.

Experience and depth will be a determining factor in future Indian success. Cioffi feels that the Indians possess a unique characteristic, in the sense that "when things get bad, we have the guys that will pull the team back together.

The Indian defense and offense are strong, which is fundamental for a solid football team. "We have the basis for winning. Our defense and offense have a sort of unwritten pact. We pride ourselves on our business-type attitude."

The idea of team success is reflected in Cioffi's winning attitude. "If you feel you played a good game and the team wins, you're fulfilled. But, when the team doesn't win, you can't feel totally fulfilled," he explained.

As for the rest of the season, Cioffi has three goals: to enjoy the game, to finish with an 8-2 season, and to take a poke at the Mills record.

He concluded by simply stating, "I love to play football. When the game is over, I still want to play."
**Soccer team hosts ECAC’s Saturday**

*Amod Field–Athlete of the Week*  p. 22

Paul Cioffi means business  p. 23

Let’s go to the videotape  p. 23

---

**Trenton St. crushes MSC hopes, 23-21**

By Bryan Morytko

Staff Writer

The Indians take on the Jersey City State (JCSS) Gothic Knights this Saturday in what should prove to be a blowout. In the series between the two schools, MSC holds a 19-0 record and a 760-124 point total advantage.

The Gothic Knights are led in their offense by three different quarterbacks, Joe Stevenson, Hasen Perkins and freshman sensation Ronny James. Perkins has started three games, while Stevenson and James have started two games each. James will probably start on Saturday due to his outstanding performance against William Paterson, in which he earned New Jersey Athletic Conference offensive rookie of the week honors. James also caught eight passes for 178 yards, threw for 34 yards on two carries and scored three points against William Paterson.

Perkins has started three games, with 325 attempts), ran for 34 yards on passes for 178 yards, threw for 34 yards on two carries and scored three points against William Paterson.

Roberts has 59 yards on seven receptions as they lead the weak receiving corps.

As for the Indian running game, MSC will look for the "Pony Express" backfield of Dan Walsh, Mike Codello and Scott Vega to rack up some big yardage.

---

**Men's basketball team may have found the right chemistry**

By Ian Saarmann

Staff Writer

The 1988-89 MSC men's basketball team is taking a positive approach to the upcoming season.

The Indians were 3-20 last year, but are hoping to improve through hustle and teamwork. Coach Ollie Gelston is entering his 21st season at MSC, and he sees a few ways in which the Indians can improve.

"Any successful team needs to do three things to win ball games. First, we must be able to share the ball. Passing is vital to running the offense," he said.

"We must play great defense. However, almost more important than any of those things is the kids should all be friends on and off the court," Gelston continued. "Many times it's not the team with the most talent that wins, but the team that has a lot of confidence and who believes in each other."

This year's version of the Indians will be led by senior captain Mike Wegrzyniak. Wegrzyniak is the only senior on the team and he will be expected to use his experience in helping out the younger players.
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